
Service Program Team Validation Decision Information

Provision of the Capability to Allow Users to View Observed
48 hour, 72 hour and Weekly Rainfall Totals for their County

Warning Area

Request Number: 16-004

Service Program Team: Water Resources

SPTPOC: Mary Mullusky

CaRDS Analyst; Joan Von Ahn

Answer the following and Include details for any "NO" answers.

Question YES NO

Ql: Is the request Title, SCOPE, and applicability well defined in the request form?

1. Why is this only being considered for 4 County Warning Areas (CWAs) in Texas? Are there

plans to expand? Shouldn't this capability be available for all CWAs in all regions?

AnswenThe WRS team believes that this is a valid need across CONUS and OCONUS. The

national AHPS precipitation pages provide a similar capability but cannot view observed 48-

hour and 72-hour rainfall proposed here. The AHPS requirements process has previously

Identified viewing 48-hour and 72-hour rainfall as a needed enhancement, but this need has

not been prioritized or funded to date. This experimental regional product, with a limited

regional implementation, will be used to assess and evaluate feedback to support national

AHPS implementation.

2. CRP has assumed responsibility for producing the maps for all 4 CWAs, but each office can

produce the maps as well. If expanded to National capability who would produce the maps

and maintain the web page? Would each office be responsible for producing their own

maps? Since this webpage uses QPE produced by the AHPS, can the maps be created and

displayed within AHPS and can the archive capability be added to the AHPS for national

availability? If so, would that be a better use of resources?

Answer: The WRS team believes that the appropriate national implementation for this need

Is the AHPS precipitation page, to support national consistency and reduce duplication of

efforts. The WRS team believes the aspect of an "archive" may be out of scope for both this

need and the AHPS Precipitation web-pages. A separate activity needs to be initiated to

ensure NOAA's National Center for Environmental Information (NCEI) is the organization

responsible for archiving this precipitation information.

□

Q2: Is request appropriate for the NWS?
The WRS team believes that this is a valid need across CONUS and OCONUS and not just for the 4
CWAs in Texas.

□

Q3: Have all necessary stakeholders been engaged and are they in agreement?
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Add AHPS representation to the SPT-There Is AHPS representation on the SPT. Donna Page, NWC
representative on the WRS team, manages AHPS web-page support and enhancements. Dan
Matusiewlcz and a team of regional and NWC representatives identify and prioritize AHPS web-page
requirements. Resolved

SR would like to keep this as an experimental regional capability. All other members wanted this
need to be addressed within the national framework of AHPS web-pages.

Q4: Is there a clear benefit to the NWS by providing this capability? ^ □
This capability will address the current Inability to view observed 48-hour and 72-hour
rainfall. Users will also be able to retrieve past observed rainfall maps for a 24-hour, 48-
hour, 72-hour, and weekly timeframe. This archiving capability is not available for the 48-
hour, 72-hour, and weekly timeframes on the AHPS web page.
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Answer the following and include details for anv "YES" answers.

Question
No YES

Q5. Are there any potential conflicts or issues with policy which should be discussed and addressed?
PSCMT: No issues other than consistency of services which are addressed in Ql.

The WRS team believes the aspect of an "archive" on the web-page may be in conflict with NWS
Policy for both this need and the AHPS Precipitation web-pages. The team agreed that a separate
activity needs to be initiated to ensure NCEI is the organization responsible for archiving this
precipitation information.

□

Q6: Is there any change in working conditions or other issue requiring NWSEO review?
PSCMT.This appears to be automated. Does it require forecaster input? If expanded to other WFOs
would workload be an issue? How much time is needed for the initial setup and maintenance? Is
training needed?
WRS: With a national implementation, changes in working conditions would be minimal.
Organizational roles need to be documented to ensure routine generation, evaluation, maintenance
and dissemination of these maps.

□

Q7: Is this request a duplicate or of such nature that it should be merged with an existing
request/requirement or capability? Or, Is something like this already being done in another region?

PSCMT: The Mission Request document states that AHPS already has some of this information
available. The current shortcoming of the inability to view observed 48-hour and 72-hour rainfall in
AHPS will be addressed with the Regional Rainfall webpage. The Regional Rainfall webpage will
also allow users to retrieve past observed rainfall maps for a 24-hour, 48-hour, 72-hour, and weekly
timeframe. This archiving capability is not available for the 4B-hour, 72-hour, and weekly
timeframes on the AHPS web page. Could AHPS be leveraged to provide this capability as a
national product ?

WRS Team: This should be addressed within AHPS to display the 48-hour and 72-hour precipitation.
Archive capability should be explored with NCEI.

□

Q8: If implemented, will this request result in a New (or significantly changed) product or service
available to the general public or NWS "Partners"?

PSCMT: 10-102 has been notified for this regional display.

□

Detail any other issues or coordination required and completed not already addressed below.
PSCMT: If the scope is expanded to National then evaluate expanding current software to other sites vs adding the
capability to AHPS. What are the resources required for each possibility? Who would maintain the web pages?

WRS Team: a. Regional expansion requires time and labor at each WFO to setup the service and evaluate
this experimental output. Supporting programming scripts shall be provided to offices in the region for
installation to help support this evaluation. National AHPS implementation for this capability is estimated
at $200,000.

PSCMT: The webpage was built using licensed JavaScript software Highslide and open source jQuery and jQuery Ul
technologies. The maps are produced using ESRI's ArcGIS 10.3 for Desktop software. The source of QPE data
comes from AHPS shapefiles at http://water.weather.gov/preclD/D download new/. Is this compliant with IDP?
Should this be in the IDP environment rather than at a WFO?

WRS Team: The SPT believes this capability should be met within the AHPS precip pages and be
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transitioned onto IDP with AHPS transition project
PSCMT; The scale is slightly different than AHPS. There is the potential to have discrepancies In the south TX preclp
maps and what might be provided to TDEM/FEMA 6 on a state/regional scale.

WRS Team. a. The question about "scale" could be easily solved by making this a GIS mapping service
where the user can zoom and pan on a desired area. Otherwise, producing static images on a national,
regional, and/or local WFO scale would solve this scale dilemma but add more to the processing time and
complexity of any future web interface (Mike Buchanan)

b. Providing this capability In AHPS Precip pages maintains consistency, which already includes zoom
and pan capabilities.

PSCMT: Are color schemes consistent with other NWS products?
a. The inconsistencies in color schemes and other aesthetics used in the varying QPE maps across the

NWS are indeed a problem. There are actually several schemes being used right now in the NWS.
Adopting one schema for the entire NWS would be difficult but not impossible. We could be part
of that process if need be. (Mike Buchanan)

b. Providing this capability in AHPS Precip pages maintains consistency, which already includes zoom
and pan capabilities.

The development and provision of Regional rainfall maps for the proposed timeframes have been a long standing
requirement in the AHPS queue. The AHPS queue is extensive and there has been insufficient funds to address this
request and fulfill AHPS requirements for similar product.
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Table 1: Stakeholders. Please indicate all of the SPT members, Subject Matter Experts and other stakeholders

involved in addressing this request.

Office or Organization Name For SPT members indicate: Approve, Neutral or

Not approve (with rationale). For other
stakeholder, indicate role and comments as

appropriate.

WFO CRP
Mike Buchanan Originator

AFS WRSB Mary Mullusky Approve

Eastern Region George McKlllop Approve

Central Region Wendy Pearson Aldis on behalf of Wendy Approve

Southern Region Jason Johnson Approve

Western Region Mike Schaffner Approve

Alaska-Pacific Region Scott Lindsey Approve

National Water Center Donna Page Approve

Weather Prediction

Center

Dave Novak
Approve

National Weather Service

Employee Organization

Jeffrey Dobur
Approve

CP Mark Glaudemans Approve

PSCMT Joan Von Ahn, Lead

PSCMT Recommendation: The capability is a valid
request, but should be provided for all WFOs in all
regions. Data is from the existing APHS so validation
is not necessary. If this is a requirement, should the
archive capability be built into AHPS rather than
developing a separate webpage? What are the
resources required to make this available at all
offices?

FDTD Rick Koehler
Participant to provide comment if there are
training concerns.

OCLO Dave Cokely
Participant to provide comment if there are

training concerns.
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SPT DECISION and RECOMMENDATION

The WRS team believes that this is a valid need across CONUS and OCONUS. The national AHPS precipitation

pages provide a similar capability but cannot view observed 48-hour and 72-hour rainfall as proposed here. The

AHPS requirements process has previously identified viewing 48-hour and 72-hour rainfall as a needed

enhancement, but this need has not been prioritized or funded to date. The WRS team believes that the

appropriate national implementation for this need is the AHPS precipitation page, to support national consistency

and reduce duplication of efforts. SR advocated that the SR prototype continue and expand in SR. The team

agreed that this experimental regional product, limited to SR implementation, should move forward and be used

to assess and evaluate feedback to support national AHPS implementation.

The team also recommends that the archive capability be explored with NCEI.

SPT Decision on this request is: Approved by SPT

The SPT recommends that:

• AFSO approve Regional Experimental Product

• AFSO approve and validate the need for national implementation on AHPS web pages

• AFSO approve and validate the need for exploring archive capability with NCEI

Date completed and Forwarded to AFS: 8/17/16

AFS Director Disposition: Choose an item.

Not approved by AFS

Date: Click to enter date.

.Validated AFS level

.Approved : Schedule MDC Meeting

.Approved National Operational

.Approved National Experimental

.Approved Extend Comment Period

.Approved Discontinue Experimental

.Resolve Issues and come back

enter comments or follow up information.
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